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Google SketchUp Workshop
The role of the workshop in the creation of African art is the subject of this
revelatory book. In the group setting of the workshop, innovation and imitation
collide, artists share ideas and techniques, and creative expression flourishes.
African Art and Agency in the Workshop examines the variety of workshops, from
those which are politically driven or tourist oriented, to those based on historical
patronage or allied to current artistic trends. Fifteen lively essays explore the
impact of the workshop on the production of artists such as Zimbabwean stone
sculptors, master potters from Cameroon, wood carvers from Nigeria, and others
from across the continent.

African Art and Agency in the Workshop
Software designer Falco Phoenix, a retired Navy Seal officer, envisions himself as
an Internet hero who can clean up the infamous Devil’s Workshop chat room one
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case at a time. The FBI hires him to lure Marcus Banyan, a cyber thug, from behind
his computer screen into the streets. A womanizing stalker and flesh peddler,
Banyan poses a real danger to women. Phoenix’s task is to train two female FBI
computer programmers, Shiloh Stanfield and Hannah Dewitt, to help flush Banyan
out and bring him to justice. They’re joined by Parah Fraze, a freelance
investigative reporter, who has been working undercover for two years on her own.
The team undergoes extensive training to prepare for what could be a dangerous
mission. But the training may not be enough to protect the women. The vicious
Banyan will stop at nothing to make anyone and everyone pay for interfering with
his slaving business.

Senior Citizens Writing
A one-of-a-kind guide for harnessing the powers of the psychic world. In the age of
spiritual awareness, this comprehensive guide helps readers tap into the psychic
power that resides in everyone - with amazing results. The Psychic Workshop
approaches psychic awarness as an integral part of daily living, an innate ability
that should be cultivated like any other talent. In a unique workshop format,
readers learn how to enhance their psychic ability simply by doing. From ESP to
communicating with a loved one who has passed over, readers discover how to
foster their hidden talents. Kim Chestney's workshop allows reader's to strengthen
their skills through exercises and meditations that help them discover their own
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inner truth. This book shows readers how to: Manifest intuition and turn thoughts
to relaity Create mantras to center, protect and guide Open themselves to
information from a divine source Identify their spirit guides and guardian angels
Read precognitive clues The Psychic Workshop helps readers lift the veil that lies
between the real world and the heavens to experience the impossible.

The Psychic Workshop
The number of seniors in our population is burgeoning and will continue to grow.
Seniors are eager to tell their stories, explain their philosophies, create fictions,
and vent their anger at the injustices they perceive in the nation and the world. In
SENIOR CITIZENS WRITING, renowned teacher and writer W. Ross Winterowd
describes in his introduction how writing workshops for seniors not only provide an
audience but also give them opportunities for the intellectual growth and
engagement that everyone wants and needs. Included in this anthology are new
poems, stories, and essays by Michelle Barany, Robert Barany, Robert "Bud"
Brower, Irene Clifford, Royal L. Craig, Gerry Gooding, Vi Hinton, Mary Dickson
Jenkins, Paul Sammy Larkin, Anna Pinter, and Arthur Weiland. ABOUT THE AUTHOR
W. Ross Winterowd is the Bruce R. McElderry Professor Emeritus, University of
Southern California, where he founded its PhD program in Rhetoric, Linguistics, and
Literature. He has authored, co-authored, or edited many essays, reviews, poems,
and books, including SEARCHING FOR FAITH: A SKEPTIC'S JOURNEY (2004), THE
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ENGLISH DEPARTMENT: AN INSTITUTIONAL AND PERSONAL HISTORY (1998), and
THE CULTURE AND POLITICS OF LITERACY (1989). He has been leading writing
workshops for seniors in Huntington Beach, California, since 1997.

Devil's Workshop
Discover the secrets of the Google SketchUp with the 16 real-world professionallevel projects including parks, structures, concept art, and illustration. Google
SketchUp Workshop includes all the wide variety of projects that SketchUp can be
used for-architectural visualization, landscape design, video game and film
conception, and more. SketchUp masters in every field will get you up to speed in
this agile and intuitive software and then show you the real uses with through
projects in architecture, engineering, and design.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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